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ABSTRACT
Contract 5-2334 as modified was directed toward establishir
chemically milled aluminum-polypropylene laminates as suitable
materials for use in co1_nunication satellites.
Under the ,contract, printing and chemical mi' '".L-!ng orocesse_
were refined. Experimental procedures fol 20-inch wide n:a_er:a
were reduced to production status of 54-inch wide webs in
laboratory studies copper chloride was found to be the best
etchant fox thick aluminum and precision mSlling. Four-mil
thick aluminum was chemically milled to 90 net cent open area
with little uncercutting and exc_llent line definition.
In 50Lday simulated space exposure testa it was demonstrate
that polypropyiene res4sts degradation more than Nylar and tha_
c
c
"hot spot" temperatures for polyprobwlene will not exceed 15 C:
Free flight tests of an Echo I type balloon produced littl_
,2
data as the b_lloon overpressured rapidly and burst. No
further tests were conducted. _
_eat_ treating methods were developed._ _ which reduce shr'_u_g=....
i
: _. • o - ]
_ of alumlnum.polypropylene'laminates.to as low as 2 per cent. ,/
w
_ -, It is c0nsidered that the objectives of the contract were
- achieved
.5" o
--_ - Detailed discuNsions of_the work performed under Modif2ea-
_ _ions i, 2,. and _ 3 are not i_cluded in this rSport_. For infor-
"i_t?/ motion on those> efforts see _he iSdividual, modi_iCatio6 repo:rt. _
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I. SUMMARY
Four major areas of study were considered under this
contract. They include: (i) a fabrication program for large-
scale spheres, (2) a study of the effects of space environment
on the materials considered, (3) a free-flight atmospheric
test of the Echo I and II type spheres so that radar reflec-
tivity tests nlight be conducted, and (4) a study to explore
the possibility of heat treating plastics so that shrinkage
and other space environmental effecrs might be reduced°
Prior to this time, chemically milled material had been
produced on an experimental basis in continuous lengths, but
in widths of only 20 inches (Contract NAS5-1190). Undez the
present contract material production was reduced to production
status of continuous lengths 54 inches wide. New techniques
perfected include: (I) the simultaneous printing of both
laminate surfaces so that the hexagonal patterns on each
surface coincide, (2) high speed printing (100-125 feet per
minute), and (.3) continuous chemical milling of the laminate
with removal of the etch resistant ink as part of the process.
As a result, space quality material was produced which was
suitable for large structures similar to the Echo II space-
:J czaft.
Studies and experimental work were performed to determine
• the feasibility of using strain gages With this type material.
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Baldwin Lima Hamilton SR-4, monofilament, ncnsupported strain
gages ,:ere found co be satisfactory since they have an extr_me_y
small diameter and are linear up to 20 per cent elongation.
However, the gages are extremely delicate and also affect the
immediate area of bonding. It was found that the two disad-
vantages could be overcome by _.areful handling and by cali-
brating the gages using an I_ on tensile tester.
Two 135-foot diameter spheres were scheduled for fabrication
after completion of material production. One sphere was to be
used for a static inflation test, the other for folding, packing,
and shake tests in a flight hardware canister, The two spheres
were not constructed because NASA required additional study in
• the areas of space environmental effects and radar reflectivity.
The latter work was then carried on under Modifications i, 2,
and 3 of NASA Contract NAS5-2834o
Under Modification 1 chemical milling runs were made
evaluating various resists and etchants_ A process was developed
i using a copper chloride etchant which will mill a 90 per cent
_ open pattern in 4-rail aluminum. In addition, experiments were
performed in a vacuuu chamber solar simulator which indicate
that both heat treatment and an initial exposure in _a restrained
condition improve the ability of polypropylene and Mylar to
Withstand the conditions of outer space.
Heat-treated Mylar exposed for 50 days shrunk 2.78 per cent
G. r. Sch_eldahLCompany Final Report -2-, j
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after being given an initial radiation exposure in a restrained
condition. Polypropylene retracted 4.4 per cenz in the direc-
tion of restraint and considerably more in the lateral directior
in which it was not initially restrained.
Thermal values were determined and theoretical balloon
temperatures were calculated for materials that were exposed to
solar radiation for 50 days. The results indicate tha_ the
optical degradation of polypropylene is much less Than previousl
predicted. A hot spot temperature of 15 C was calculated for
the polypropylene portion of a sample with a 90 per cenz milled
_-mil thick aluminum web. The calculated hot spot temperature
for a similar material of Mylar was 84 C. These results indi-
" care _ that a satellite constructed of polypropylene will not be
t
damaged by overheating in an 9uter space environment°
The objective of the work performed under Modification 2
wz,s to demonstrate the radar reflectivity versus skin stress
_ _ ; _ zelationsh'ip for Echo I and Echo II spheres by_ flying them as
_ " fz'ee-flight superpressure balloons to simulate the deployment
[-_" and pressurization of the spheres under controlled conditions.
L
Since the experiment was conducted with a short lead time"._nd
"-: ; __ %4nce the .-sphee_.s"had alrlady been used in pievlous testing-,
--.-'-',-o._l_ere,was sQme ques_ion-tl_t, the -Echo -I sphere .v_duld .reach the
J_ude_of_110,000,feet, How.evez_ _he flight test"was
"__ "_._..-,e.;.,-_'' . .T,_, _ ,Tdal,,_........,_o. an, ,-._ o..,..R . ; , _. " -._. -'%;_3_.:
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The Echo I _here was flown first to determine the launch
and flight characteristics of the metalized spheres. It was
hoped to obtain RF data which could be correlated with the
performance of the orbiting Echo I. The flight indicated that
excessive thermal heating due to absorption of solar energy by
the metalized Mylar above the 40,000-foot altitude level resulted
in an accelerating rate of ascent. The final rate of rise of
Echo I at ll0,000-foot altitude was 1,875 fpm or more than twice
the 885 fpm rate of rise from launch to 40,O00-foot altitude.
! The excessive rate of rise and resulting rapid pressurization
rate (800 to i_800 psi skin stress ir c_ne minute) are considered
the major factors contributing to the balloon bursting at 2,000
psi skin stress level.
Changes in program requirements dictazed cancellation of the
Echo II flight.
The work performed under Modification 3 centered around the
shrinkage characteristics of plastic films and plastic-aluminum
laminations. The objective was to attempt a heat treating
process such that s_ubsequent exposure to a high temperature
Would no% cause the material to shrink. Factors such as loss
of mechanical properties, effects on thermodynamic properties,
_ and the_applicability of %he process developed to: production _ _ 4
p_oceduzes were considered.
., °J ,_
_ _;* Heart %_eating methods have been developed to reduce shrinkage 1
_.G'. T. • I iCompany Final- Repozt -- -, _' -4- ,,
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of polypropylene laminates to as low as 2 per cent (for a hot
spot temperature of I00 C). The processes make fabrication of
large spheres for satellite application possible.
The results of the test program indicate that Union Carbide
bia×ia!ly oriented polypropy!ene is the best of the several
materials tested, from the point of view of minimum shrinkage
and maximum retention of basic material strength for any given
heat treatment temperature. Heat treatment of Union Carbide
polypropylene in a glycerine bath at 160 C for I minute provides
the most economical heat treatment to obtain minimum shrinka._.
Tensile strength of this material falls off rapidly at 165 or
170 C and heat treatment above 160 C is therefore, not recom-
mended. Optical tests of the transmission of polypropylene
indicate little variation between the untreated material and
the treated material; therefore, the heat treatment technique
does not seem to affect the average optical transmission pro-
perties of the polypropylene.
Glyceri_e, the heat treatment vehicle, is readily adaptable
to presently available _dvanced material production equipment.
It is an inexpensive, easily handled, non-hazardous, and non-
toxic chemical and therefore, appears to be ideally suited for
the heat treatment.
Rigidity test of cylinders show that heat treatment of the
material does not affect the buckling strength of the laminate.
:: G.T. SchJeldahl Company Final Report -5-
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One highly important by-product of this study program has
been the demonstration of the commercial feasibility of chemicall
milling 90 per cent patterns in aluminum foil as thick as 4 mils.
Precise milling of laminates using 5tinted patterns has been
de'nonstratef[ to be possible for lines as narrow as 0.004 inches
and for a foil thickness of 0.002 inches.
Detailed discussions of the work performed under the three
modifications to NASA Contract NAS5-2834 are not included as
part of this report. For complete information on those efforts
see: (I) "Final Report - The Effects of High Vacuum and Ultra-
violet Radiation on Plastic Material,', Modification 1 to NASA
Contract NAS5-2834; (2) "Radar Reflectivity Tests of E.chos I
and II, Modification 2 to NASA Contract NAS5-2834; and (3) "Heat
Stabilizaticz, Study of Advanced Materials", Modification 3 to
NASA Contract NAS5-2834.
3
4
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II . lN_ODGCT! CN
fhe scope of Contract NA55-2834 included the design, con-
st:uction, testing and packing of two inflatable 135-foot
diameter spheres, It was to include the materials and services
-" required fgr these operations and a testing program to verify
production methods as well as integrity of the spheres. It was
also to include tests a'L the manufacturing plant and other test
facilities as may have been required. It was further to inciule
i :
a static inflation test-of spheze #i apd a packing test of
2
- 2
-_ sphere #2. Spllere _I was-Tto have been made from the plain
:- chemically milled laminate material and sphere #2 was to h_ve
,- been made _rom a %herma! coated chemically milled laminate
z+
: : t
ma%erJ al =• • : : %.
C
:. The overall objective of Contract NAS5-2834 was to veri_y
: _ prodrction methods, re!iabili%y and packing with full-scale
- " : iphezes using advanced materials and methods established under:. _
L
.... Co,tract NAS5-1190. The specific/s_wective_ were: as foliows.:
/ - _L-
_C. " / -
-i Produce a cohtinuod_s_']_oll, i_minate composed of , :o
L
< ._ -0.d5-mil thick_o!ypropylene _tween two la_ers .
,].-:-": .... -_ .- -- -_ "" --: / - "_ : '.-_..." .- "-": 7'-_'. . "o. _ '-
-'_ "- ............ mi h" = - -
•;'_ :_--.:.-.'-:;,= "' "" ".Of I145-C¢ a]umlnum loll 0_40- i t ic-k and _2. . -: -- :
<,.. ....... :,_-.., ,. ,:Ln..nes -wlde "-'--_........ -..... , _
-_:4-:,r_.::.;..-z --:---.?_<Pr_nt "accurately a: hexagonal pattern wlth 0.150-.. : -
_'__:':"'?'_-Q:.S-,.i_"--,'_,..-.<.-inch...,-,,_inlng:and-.O;O27-1nch,Ji_.de, llnes .on- _oth :', ",--.- -....
- _:._-'.:<J'_. ": T _'" " ''._ "':: "'/:- -_' " _--<_=. _" ; . "_ , ,<_ :e " Z _ _ _r _'' o .c--z ' ".. - . . . _ ..... . "- +
.-_.-<:;.;Z'<_::I_-":_--: :+'-'_;""-':-: "---_ :- "- o: -'" c- :, .'-_,.-%_:- - :"- "c',-: ':".- _ - '-:-".--:: 7 :
.,.-.,-_-.-?..:.--_/.;--'_-; _,':_-::-_._----._-sides, ._f .-'lle:lami:.nat-iOn-,i6?:ze._'-:t'-z_%_io_>(7+O.01o -:'- -:--,: '-_
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inch) from front to back side with commercial
printing equipment°
3. Conduct a static inflation test with sphere #i
to demonstrate fabrication accuracy and to determine
the ultimate rupture pressure for future design
pu r'poses.
4. De_nstr4 :_ producticn chemical milling and
cleaning op,_-rat_ons to provide a milled laminate
with a continuou_ ¢ a",umlnu'n pattern on both sides0
5. Demonstrate folding methods, canister p_cking and :
4 deployment tests as developed under Contract NASS-
? ,.
- Ii#0 with sphere #2. :
6. Conduct experiments to determine if packing methods
.j
: were suitable for spin stabilization as might be5
T:
required by Project Rebound.
. %"
_ 7. -Demonstrate inorganic coating (Alodine) on sphere
] #2 tO provide necessary the2mal values of absorp-
2,
• tivity and emissivity. : = _
.; .Prior to this time, chemically milled material had been
- 2 -O
= C. . _ 0 2
produced on an_experimental basis in-contlnuou _s lengths, but
' , - c
in widths of only 20 inches (Contract NA35-.I190). Under this = -
"; - - L = _ ,3
_=on-tr&c%2_= Material produgtion was reduced':to production status 7
;" Of " _ "_ ° _' in wid h.iqaes perfe6_ed- -;] continuous lengths 54 ches e. New tec
•( ) im 0u of bo%hL-I nate'surfaces_3_ include. 1 : the s ultane s printing i- -. • , . -, " - - - - , c .
:_.-,:[_:-.-;-T-,_2:SaN_eZd_.gi: C_mpanY: Einal: :Repoz,%:- ,;, - _,"_:- ,J_- " ' -, -:'-- -8_"-,; ' ;e
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so that the hexagonal pattern on each surface coincide: (2) hig_
speed printing (100-125 feet per miPute); and (3) continuous
chemical milling of the laminate with removal of the etch resis-
rant ink as part of the process. As a result= space quality
material wa£ produced which was suitable for large structures
similar to the Echo II spacecraft.
Studies and experimental work were performed to determine
the feasibility of using strai D gages with this type material.
L
Baldwln Lima Hamil_con SR-4, monofiiament_ nonsupported strain
gages were found to be satisfactory since they have an extremely
small d.iaJ_eter and are linear up to 20 per c_nt elongation.
However, Lne gages are extremely delicate and also affect the
immediate area of bonding° It was found that the two disad-!_
%
vantages could be overcome by c_reful handling and by cali-
b}:ating the gages using an Instron tensile tester.
-" £
:. , Two 135-foot diameter spheres were scheduled for fabricatior.
: C
after the_complet_on of the preliminary work for material pro-
duction. One sphere was to be used for a: static inflate_on test_
the o_her for folding_ packing, and shake tests in a flight
, -' hardware canister. However_ the two spheres were not constructe
under-this program because i± was felt that some additional work
: was required in the azea's of space envir0nmental effects and _-
-_ '.radar .zeflectivity,_ The revised, effort was _hen _carried on-'_ _
; ASA".. -_., U r Mod_f,ications I_ 2 and 3 of N Contract_ NAS5-28234.
,._;:..__.,. _ >_G.. T., SchJeldah "Company. Final -Report "
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A. ModJ fication One
Under Modificatien I chemical milling runs v_c-_e made
for the evaluation of various resists and etchants. In
addition, experiments were performed in a simulated space
environment. Both space vacuum (tO -9 tort) and solar
radiation were simulated.
Evaluation of continuous printing processes as used for
flexible printed electronic circuits was made using several
etch resists. Line definition and elimination of a thin
film of resist from the aluminum were the major problems
l
encountered when circuitry proceuses were applied to the
aluminum-plastic lamiration. Several resists were found
suitable, but they did not withstand exposure to the caustic
1
soda used to chemically mill aluminum. However_ study and
experimentation showed that copper chloride is mn excellent
etchant for aluminum and that the resists were not affected
: by the etchant. As a result, 4-mil thick aluminum_ was
chemically milled to 90 per cent open area with little
,4
_ undercutting and excellent line definition.
,J
Exploratory studies and 50-d_y _tests in the simulated :
_ _ space environment indicate that both_heat treatment and an
:i_ initial exposure to space conditions in a restrained, con- ,
• dition improve the ability of both Mylar and polypropylene _
to witbstau, d the conditions of outer space. • _
j"
O. T. _chjeldahl Company F_nal Report _ < -I0- _ _'_,
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Although heat treated Mylar showed no shrinkage for
short exposures, under the conditions of the 50-day test
it shrank 2.78 per cent. Samples of the same material
which were placed in the chamber but which were not exposed
to radiation shrank 0.33 per cent. However, exposure
temperatures were higher than those anticipated in space.
Therefore, less shrinkage and deterioration would occur
with exposure to the space environment.
An exposure of 53 hours indicated that a 4-mil thick
aluminum web was adequate to restra{n poiypropy!ene from
shrinking, providing the material was adequately restrained
during an initial radiation treatment. This was substan-
tiated in the 50-day test. The material shrank about 4.4
per cent in the direction in which it was restrained but
considerably more in the lateral unrestrained direction.
f
However, only those portions of the sample that were under
direct exposure exhibited shrinkage. The portions exposed
*o radiation filtering through: the sample were n,_t signifi-
cantly affected.
Both tensile and optical properties were measured for
• :the _amples that were exposed for 56 days. l'he results
indicate that the tensile strength of both Mylar and poly-
3
propylene dropped progressively as they were exposed te
increasing amounts of radi_iti0n , but the optical degradation
G. T. SchJeldahl Company Final Report - -ll-
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of polypropylene when exposed to solar radiation is much
less -than previously experienced unde_T Contract NAS5-ii_0,
Thermal values were determined and theoretical balloon
temperatures were calculated for the material<; the mean
effective radiant temperature and the hot spot temperature
for polypropylene ran considerably lower _nan thcse for
Mylar. A hot spot temperature of 15 C was calculated for
the plastic portion of lhe polypropylene sample with a 4-
mil thick aluminum web which was 90 per cent milled. The
calculated hot spot temperature for a similar material 3f
Mylar was 84 Co Based on calculated hot spot temperatures,
a polypropylene balloon will not be damaged by overheating
in the environment _f outer space.
B. Modification Two
The second vertical test (AVT-2) of Project Echo A-12
was condu, ted at AMR with the purpose of flight qualifying
the Echo balloon and its inflation system in an actual
space environment. Prior to the test, the conclusion had
been drawn, based on theoretical studies and limited scale
model tests, that balloon surface imperfections would not
impair the mission of the sphere as a passive communication
device.
i
_adar cross section data_ however, exhibited a pronounced
i scintillation with fluctuations of as much as 12 DB at S
G. T. SchJeldahl Company Final Report -12-
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band and 8 DB at C band. Studies were made which indicated
that the scintillations could be balloon dependent and that
the teriodicity could be correlated with balloon geometry,
i.e. segmented construction of individual gores and seams.
Therefore, it became necessary to attempt another means of
demonstrating the relationship of radar reflectivity to
the skin stress of the Echo II balloon.
Balloon free-flight _es_s of Echos I and II were designed
as part of the work under Modification 2, _o simulate the
; deployment and pressurizing of the spheres under controlled
condiTionso It was planned to reflec1_ radar signals from
the sphere in order to obtain more infnrmation on the
effects of balloon skin stress on radar scintillation.
Since the experiment was conducted with a short lead time
and since the spheres had already been used in previous
testing, there was some question that the Echo I sphere
would reach the design altitude of ilO,OC feet° However,
the flight test was conducted. Each balloon was to be
launched in the early morning from an Area upwind from the
White Sands Missile Range so that it would be over the
Range when it reached ceiling altitude and was pressurized.
The launch equipment was completely mobile so that a launch
could be made from any suitable area dictated by wind
condition. Launch sites could be changed as necessary up
G. T. SchJeldahl Company Final Report -i3-
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to 2-1/2 hours before launch time° The White Sands Missile
Range personnel cooperated completely and under RFWAR 399
(Project Echo) provided radar and photographic coverage,
meteorological services, helium, aircraft shuttle service,
and other general assistance.
Instrumentation on the balloon was held to a minimum in
order to reduce the weight and consequent deformations of
the spherical shaper The Echo I balloon flight had one
superpressure gage and a _ransmitter for telemetering the
balloon superpressure back to the monitoring stations, Two
superpressure gages and transmitters were planned for the
Echo II flight. This duplication provided redundancy to
the system. The only other instrumentation carried by the
balloons was a timer-actuated destruct mechanism for termi-.
nation of the flights.
C. Modification Three
The advaatages of using an aiuminum-polypropylene chemi-
cally milled lamination as compared to other aluminum--plastic
laminations are: greater strength-to-weight ratio, and a
lower effective modulus of elasticity. These two advantages
lead to a lower weight sphere for a given diameter with
higher relative rigidity and greater ease of packing zela-
tire to a sphere made of Echo II material. However,
G° T. Sch_eldahl Company Final Report -14-
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pclypropylene has a tendency to _hrink when expcsed to heat.
Such s tendency to shrir_k would cause distortions in
sphere and attendant deg._adation of t_e radio frequency
reflecting charactezistics of the sphere made Iron a
chemic_lly milled laminate. This is undet_irableo
To eliminate or reduce the shzipkage in poiyp_opylene
film, attention to several factols in addition to simple
shzinkage is required. That is_ whate_er technique is
adopted for eliminating or reducing shrinkage mus_ be
feasible under prod,,ction ccnditions_ In addition_ the
shrinkage elimination techniques must not degrade the mech-
anical strength of the material nor the bond between the
laminate and the polypropylene. Moreover, the infrared
and solar transmittance of the polypropyiene film should
not be degraded to a point at which solar energy causes the
material to reach thermal equilibrium at a high temperature,
since this would cause the sphere to shrink excessively.
This study program (Modificatioo 3) investigated the shrinkage
characteristics of polypropy]ene films and determined a
shrinkage reduction techniqu _ for films and film laminates
while simultaneously considering the factors mentioned. In
addition, an analysis of the shrinkage of a sphere, buckling
tests of cylinders and small spheres were conducted, and
some Mylar shrinkage data have been presented.
G. T. SchJeldahl Company Final Report -15-
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Heat treating methods have beer, d.eveioped to reduce
shrinkage of poivpropylene fan!hates to as low as ,_ per
sent (for a hot spot temperature of i00 C). The resul<s
of the test program indicate that Union Carbide biaxialiy
oriented polypropyiene is the best from :he po'.nt of view
of minimum shrinkage and maximum r.etention of basic material
strength for any given heat treatment temperatL_re, optical
tests of the transmission of polypropylene irdicate little
variation between the untreated materzal ano tm_e t.zea_ed
material; therefore, the heat treatment technique does not
seem to affect the average optical transmission properties
of the polypropyiene.
One highly important by-product of this s_udy program
has been the demonstration of the feasibility of chemically
milling 90 per cent patterns in aluminum foil as thick as
4 mils. Precise milling of laminates using printed, patterns
o
has been demonstrated _.o be possible for lines as narrow as
0.004 inches and for a foil thickness of 0.002 inches°
Detailed discussions of the work performed under the
three modifications to NASA Contract NAS5-2834 are not
included as part of this report. For complete information
on those efforts see: (i) "Final Report - The Effects of
')]i
High Vacuum and Ultraviolet Radiation on Plastic Material"_
_!i! Modification 1 to NASA Contract NA55-2834; (2) "Radar
G. T. SchJeldahl Company Final Report -16-
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Reflectleity Tests of Echo=" I and I[" Medif;.cation 2 to
NASA Contract NAS5-2834; and (3) "Heat Stabii_zatlon 5tad.y
of Advanced Materiai_" Modification 3 _o N_SA Con%tact
NAS5-2834.
G. T. Schjeldahl Company Final Report -17-
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III. ENGINEERING AND TESTING
Engineering performed, during the program concentrated, on
four main areas: (i) coordinating and scheduling production of
materials, (2) preparation for a static ¢est of sphere no. I,
(3) pl_nning a packing test of sphere no_, 2, and (4) thermal
studies of coating materials for sphe-re nOn 2_ Engineering for
material production and. thermal studies Is covered, in Section IV
and VI respectively.
Development of a bonded strain gage was a study effort
conducted, for the static inflation te_t. This was to improve
the "state-of-the-art" for remote extensometer measurement On a
large metal-pia.stic lami',ate balloon° Since it was desired to
measure and record the strain on the 135-foot static inflation
sphere an investigation of commercially available strain gages
and special mounting techniques for this applicatio_ was con-
ducted. The gages tried were Baldwin Lima Hamilton models PA-3
o
and SR-4.
It was found that the SR-4 gages would yield accurate data
when properly c-librate,i and compensated° Attachment a_d
handling required considerable care since the gages were fragile
and there was some hazard to the thin balloon skin duzing attach-
ment, balloon handling, shippirg and sphere inflation. This is
generally true of any small rigid object attached to balloon
material in a deflated condition.
G. T. Schjeldahl Company Final Report -18-
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The experimental data and descmiptien of the mounting
experiments is covered in Monthly Report No. I. 31 July 1962,
under Section II, Enoineering and Testing, description and data.
A test with gag£s _ounted on a 12.5-foot diameter sphere appears
in Monthly Report No. 3_ 1 October 1962 unuer Section II,
Engineerin G a_d Testino.
i
The results of -this work indicate that whi_.e it is feasible
to obtain accurate data from these instruments l:here "_"- a reduc-
__ tion of balloon reliability when they i_re attached prior to
inflat_ion. : : : :
'_:" - A plan for a static inflation test We..s written and appears
in-Appendix-_.-: This plan covers the-objective_ a complete
t -
- :, description of the te-s_, problems expected, precautions to be
\
r- _ _. taken_ _aterials-neeessery, design curves for _the-"flight"
: .performance _nd.-temper-ature v s lift control of the balloon- o
- :
.3 ." i-
._!> , 'The:progra_._was terminated before _the static inflation test;
%her@fore,-no r sults: are a ai .aBle. Considerable experience-
......-_::_>, wasi&_ter obtained from s_-atic inflati0h test of Echo II spheres
"- _-'. In _imil:ar tests. These_tests were performed under Cp.n-tracts
_4-_zi.Ri_{&-:._N_SS-_243_.and NAS5 'X:: .Inferma t £onz;i s"::_avaiiabte:J in-:p_ase _ -._ :
-_g!_9_h'{ ._.S.__gs._, -_e-:-:-:-_a',_P_l:ng:...1;es _, of, sphere _1o, :_,2 appea_..-:, .....
_-_..,.-_ _,,._2_._: :._A,_-:;._-,'.._,_.:_.-;_--,-_e,_,:,-.-,p- -:-,-,_-,-_,-_-,-,_..... .-,,_-:_" -_ ': ......_.: :_v-'-.z- -,v-: _-_,.,_ - -:P° - -:----_'::_,::...J--:%-
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i. Accordion pleat the sphere concurrently with gore
sealing.
2. Pleat with stiff templates to obtain definite-sized
pleats which will result in a low-profile package
after folding.
3. Place the pleated stack in a vinyl sleeve and
evacuate the sleeve to compress the sphere. The
: vinyl sleeve would also serve as protection for
the sphere during folding.
_ 4 Fold the sphere _vith the aid of a folding jig whilej Z • _ _
C
sleeved: and evacuated to obtain a precisely folded
: '2'
" Stack.
i
3 : 5. After foldino, remove the sleeve and lower the folds
s
directly into the canister beneath the folding jig.
6. Place canister top half oyez folded stack and close
pl _with vacuumed: astic bag. < : . _
' 2 ,_ -
• L " -" :
. . _ ,, L
"i " 7 Check icenter of gravity &nd weight•-_ ,:,:%, . L - . . ..
:_ _-These methods incorporated those developed under Contract
4 NASS_-IIg0. _Since this _zest was not pezfor_med no: results are
. . -'S , ' - ,
%_Ae_-'_:_..Ga_.7\_¢i-"S.q_._.e_aahI_eom_a"Y:.Fxnal_ReD Or_r -:-: -"- :_- -----.... 4,- o- -20-- .... .
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: . IV. MATERIAL PRODUCTION
Chemically milled aluminum polypropyiene l_minate materials
similar to those developed and tested under Contract NAS5-!I90
were in production under this contract. The material designated
X-32-F was aluminum-plastic-aluminum bonded with GT-_01 adhesive
and was planned for use in sphere fabrication. The aluminum foil,
Alcoa foil 1145-0 alloy 0.40-mil thick, was bonded to Union
: Carbide 0.45-mii biaxially oriented polypropylene. The aluminum
foil was found to be of good qumlity with a low scrap rate. This
thickness (0.40 mil) was relatively easy to produce even at 54
inches wide. The polypropylene was more difficult to produce
since it was advancing the state-of-the-art in thin (0.45 mil)
wide (60 inches) biaxially oriented fil_. Roll formation and
: web handling, were the two most difficult problems encoun%ered_
An observation noted during incoming inspection of several lots
of material was that r011 formation improved on successive lots.
It should also be noted that 60-inch wide material in this thick-
hess had not previously been obtainable from any supplier.
: -A number of processing problems were encountered and solved
_ duzlng,ihe various runs of material. During ilamination web ,
-,. L
r _ handl!ing and roll formation pr0blems:were experienced resulting_:
<,_ _ from the Taw_material_ problems. Generall however, the qualify
_'_::-: - ' " _f t_ mat_rl_l after lamination was"quite uniform .beCause t_e
.....-,: _ lamlna_¢;ing--zollersTsmoo_hed out izrequia/ities a,d_rough e es%7'."___ ") , . -, _ "
<_.u _'.jj _
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were easily trimmed once attached to the aluminum foil. Again,
after some experience had been obtained the quality of material
improved.
Early printing difficulties experienced were also associate¢
with web handling and roll formation° Registration of the
printing was complicated by machine misa!inement, but was
eventually overcome. PrinTing in register was achieved although
considerable material loss was at first attributed to misregis-
tration. A second set of printing rollers was prepared which
were desiqned te overcome out-of-register problems, but were
not used before the program terminated.
Chemical milling of wide (50 inches) material was demon-
strated and proved successful as a continuous roll-to-roll
process. A number of problems were encountered as covered in
c
Weekly Report No. 7. These mainly-were associated with niachine
_: performance during the first run. These were soon overcome and
&
sufficient good material was run to permit the fabrication of9
"_ 12.5-foot spheres and 5 gores for the 135-foot sphere no. i.
"_ Following suspension of processing, recommendations were made
to improve the process further for long sustained operations,
b
but they were never 6arzied out.
Processing specifications for the aforementioned operations
_appear in Appendix B TNe material process briefly consists of
the foiIowing_ steps-
G. T._ Nch_eidahl Company Final Report _" -22_
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i. Corona treatment - Center folded po!ypropylene is
unfolded and passed through corona discharge machine
to surface treat both plastic surfaces to improve
adhesive bonds.
2. Lamination - Two layers of aluminum foil are bonded
"+_" .... sides of *_ ..... 1 ^----w1_,, adhesive +o bo 8i .o_y_=,,=_u-L y t..'.L
A two-state [rocess involving edge slitting and
uniform roll rewinding after each step.
3. Printing -A hexagonal pattern is roller-printed
; with chemically resislant ink on both sides of the
laminated m&terial, registration of + 0.01 inch
l
required. This is a t_D-step single-stage operation.
4. Chemical milling - Immersion of the laminated
printed material in an etchant bath to remove the
exposed aluminum, then cleaning the resistive ink
and exposed adhesive by immezsion in an acid bath,
and fina]ly washing and drying of the milled material
$
prior to rerolling for storage --_ single-stage
continuous web operation.
The results of material processing showed that it was
&
feasible to produce an in-register chemicall_ milled metal-
plas_f_21aminate and that l_th experience and equipment improve-
merits the scrap rate Could be reduced to a tolerable level.
G. T. Sch_eldahi Company Final Report -23-_
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A summary of the material processed follows:
i. Cut and accepted gores for fabrication - 5.
2. " aminated add printed material for chemical milling - 25,000
feet.
3. Laminated material for printing - 85,000 feet.
4. Polypropylene for corona treatment - 27_000 feet.
5. Aluminum foil for lamination -. 80,000 feet.
These materials are at present in storage awaiting disposition.
?
i
o
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V. SPHERE PRODUCTION
Fabrication of balloons was not started before termination
of the program. The only progress in this area was laying and
cuttin 9 of one group of gores and the building of model test
spheres. The models were of identical design to that zeported
X- g-.-I" inain the final report of _,_o_'"<<-iInr_ except the , o_ _ terial
was used. Figure 1 shows a 12.5-foot sphere inflated. As can
be neted, the sphere was quite transparert because of the 72
per cent open area. This is in contrast to the spheres built
with 68 per cent open area under Contract NASS-IIgO. It was
noted that the polypropylene used in X-32-F material was con-
siderably clearer than that used with the earlier versions of
X-32 material.
Some observations noted during the laying and cutting of
gores are as follows:
i. No cast-off problems were encountered. The material was
easy to make lay Straight even in long lengths.
2. Blocking of the material was noted in rolls which were
insufficiently dried after the washing stage_ Tears
resulted from the blocking during unrolling.
3. Small specks of resist ink were spread randomly on some
areas of matexial. These specks also caused blocking.
The residual ink resulted from improper chemical milling
machine operation.
G. T. Schjeldahl Company Final Report -25-
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4. Out-of-zegistration areas were easily identified _nd
zejected during gore laying.
5. All material from the first chemical milling run was laid
for goze cutting. Total scrap due to all previous operatio_
resulted in about 85 per cent loss through gore inspectiorJ.
6. Cutting was accomplished with a fabric "Wolf" cutter.
Cutting was smooth and uniform and no dlfficulizes were
encountered.
No further results were available since all fabrications
operations were terminated.
Table of Physical Properties (Nominal _Talu___es_3-
Machine DirecZion Transverse
Direction Direction
Tensile 13 Ib/in 14 ib/in
E1 on ga t ion 18% 20%
Weight 21,86 gm/sq yd
Thermo shock Excess of I0 flexures I0 cycles
Sample of X-32-F
f - _r
G. T. SchJeldahl Company Final Report -27-
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VI. THERMAL STUDIES (by Ri.char@ LaSell)
A. Thermal Balance 'Coatings
I. Alodine
Early in th_ program it was proposed to Alodine coat
after laminating. This process would require the A]od_ne
to withstand the effects of sulfuric acid used Jn the
adhesive and resist removal step. An evaluation was
made by soaking a sample of Alodire-coated aluminum in
concentrated sulfuric acid for one minute. The results
showed the solar absorption to be abouL: the same with
a decrease in infrared emission of 19.5 per cent. This
indicated there should be no contact between the Aiodine
coat and the sulfuric acid bath.
It was found that the Alodine coating could best be
applied as the final step in the following process:
I. Laminate
2. Print resist pattern
3. Chemically mill
4. Remove resist and adhesive
5. Alodine coat
The effect of Alodine on the polypropylene was studied
to check the feasibility of the process.
\
7
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Time Soaked Per Cent Solar Per Cent Transmission
in Aloozne Transmission at 60 C
Con trol 88.1 85.2
5 minutes 82.2
1 hour 79.2 86.8
Since the actual process time in the Alo0ine bath is
approximateiy 2 minutes the change in thermal properties
is quite small.
Thermal values for Alodine coatings as determined by
the Langley Research Center are listed in Table i.
Coating weights of 183 to 188 mg/ft 2 of Alodine
401-45 tested by the G. T. Schjeldahl Company by a
different technique yielded results of solar absorption
of 32 per cent and 60 C emission of 17.3 to 20.3 per cent.
a. Polypropylen e
Samples of three types of polypropylene were
exposed to ultraviolet radiation and vacuum to
determine the change in thermal properties with time.
i. Polypropylene "as received" plus corona treatment.
2. Polypropylene with ultraviolet stabilizers added.
3. Polypropy!ene "as received" laminated milled
I00 per cent and adhesive removed.
Thermal checks were made periodically and the results
are listed in Table 2.
G. T. Schjeldahl Company Final Report -29-
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TABLE I
A!odine Thermal Characteristics*
Alodine 401-41
Surface Density Solar Absorption Temp. at Which Emission
mg/ft 2 Per Cent Emission was Per Cent**
Determined °C
30.4 33.1 -2 4.1
48 4,65
94 4.60
40.0 35.7 2.7 5.2
57 5.9
97 5.9
83.2 34.3 0 7 .i
44 8.2
96 8.7
141.2 3a,_9 2 14.8
47 15.8
95 15.6
184 33.5 -2 15.9
54 18.0
96 18.1
300 34.7 -i 20.2
50 26.2
92 25.2
426 41.4 -2 50.6
50 50.6
93 50.5
* These values are from "Amorphous _Phosphate Coatings for Thermal
Control of Echo II 7' by D_wey L. Clemmons, Jr. and John D. Camp,
N_SA Langley Research Center.
**In general emission test values are only accurate to + 11%.
_i G. T, SchJeldahl Compa,ly Final Report -30-
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b. Balloon Temperature
Balloon temperatures were calculated using the
following parameters which are based on the A!odine
values from Langley Research (Table i) and the values
for 62-day exposed polypropylene. The resul_s are
i
given in Table 3 and Figur_ 2.
Polypropylene 0.6-mii, UDH-L X-I ; clear
plastic exposed 62 days
= to [T_V. radiation and
: vacuu _,.
Aluminum 0.4-mil; Alodine coated.
; Albedo O. 5Z
t
Altitude 1700 miles
= L "-
;j
At:titude In line
= Solar Cons_tan__ 1.353 X 106 erg/cm2/sec =
Fraction Aluminum 30 per cent
., Reflected from Earth 0.6325 X 106 erg/cm2/sec
' 10 6 Ise "
-Radiated frdm_F,arth 0.108 X erg/cm 2 c
-: _ erg/cm2/sec ,__4-/__-= = : Ecltzman.'.s C0n-_tant 5 67 X-10 -5
C_ "a -. , -
Pr pe i : _ = =• Polypropylene o rt e£-: "
_:;: --. .-:Infrared"._. Emission_=. .._ . _- 0.121- _ ._ ,: __,.' .::..-
- / -- = ,5
,-o,- _. ' _Solar Peflec%ion 0 050- --. .-_. - :
! i,._2-.:--:,._ _:i-so1.:a_-Tz_nsmi_g'i_ -".:'0.7,7.5-- "". - - f ._ ....--_. -
- - . ( = ,_. _ 'e " -
,.. • .. .._..."- _, ... , .... . • .._- "_ .. 5:. :_:-\ '_ : _4_ :.: . -:-.:.5,/ _,_ ,_._..,':..,
............,.G ._... Sch .e_idahl..,CompanyF hal Re _or ,._ ...._....,,32......................._:
%'._%_...,._.._,_;.'" '. _,..*,,_,.__:"..__._.._..._L_,,...r_.:,_.%_.,....._,"";' "J''".";'*"; : '', _ _": " : " " ::''_%_._--_'_'-_'*=--;_--_'_5.--_:'";_ "_:'J'¢-_''_t"_'__'ti._':''_':_::_":'_",;"":.:_ " -_''--_
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TABLE 3
Balloon Temperstures
| Sphere Calculation Number I II
°.
7g Coa% Thickness 134 mg/ft 2 300 mg/ft 2
U
Additional Weight (135-;.-'oot sphere) 12.8 21.2
I S_here it'..Line Between Earth and .Sun
i Maximum spot Temperature 113-130 c 99--110 c
Average Tempererire 32-33 C 22-25 C
I -= Maximum Spot Temperature on Patch
_, Aluminum-Myl ar 45 C
My!az inside : -
[
Aluminum-Mylar 273 Cl
[, Aluminum inside =
1
Aluminum_MY1ar 60 C 45 C=
'lS 300 mg/f% 2 Alodine coat outside5 L
il = A1 Us in _ m--MYl _ r -Alu minun_- 3 I10 C "300 mg/ft 2 Alodine coatl both sides
AluminumeMylax- - = 139 C . - ""B
i_ _ 184 mg/ft 2 Alodine coat inside
., - Maximum Spot Temperature on -Tape .o
A luminum-Pl a st ictAluminum ._, 2 35: C :
~
"=- Aluminum:Pl astic-Alu n :.
o ....... .._ - - " _" 119 C Z21 c -
-._-.._: 184 m ft o -
•- -:" i _ .Alum_num-_Plas%fc-_Aluminum _ _ - -
. : .:.300 _mg/f%2_ - " _-_ ' . _I03C - i_0 0-
"-=-'"='":L._'" "-- "'=':: _" - ':-.?: i " - " _ "" " "=
_ . _., ..,_ __ , .,. ,, . ,, .,,_ -
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2. Thermal Balance Ink
A study of Daints as possible thermal balance
coatings was made. They were found to require long
drying times and add excessive weight to the balloon.
As a possible solution, the lighter weight, fast-
drying thermal balance inks were studied next_
A search was undertaken to find an ink which would
resist all the chemicals in both the milling and adhesiv
removal process, and yet remain intact for a thermal
balance coating.
The first inks that were tested showed inadequate
resistance to the suifuriQ acid used to remove,.the
adhesive. The inks also appeared to discolor under
exposure to ultraviolet ra:diation and vacuum.
L
Later in ±he program two inks formulated by the
Marathon Paper Company were found to possess desirable
properties.
-t
: Marathon No. Pigmen _
EW 233 , Anatase Titanium Dioxide
=
EW 234 P.utJle Ti%dnium Dioxide
-- - L,
._ These inks are very highly reflec:tive throughout the
--- L
< , spectral range che'cked and possess good acid and caustic
$< resistance. The thermal values are listed in Table 4
t .
"-') .& _ - 5%
" -.... "...... wi_h the exposure time. _The thermal va-lues appear to
f
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change drastically when processed in caustic and
sulfuric acid. This change is for the better as far
as this application is concerned.
An evaluation of the inks EW 233 and 234 was not
completed due to the termination of the contract. It
is suggested that any future investigation include the
study of ink samples that have been both processed in
caustic and sulfuric acid and exposed to simulated solar
radiation.
Based on this very preliminary investigation howeve:
it appears that either of the inks _9 233 and 234 is a
better thermal balance coating than Alodine.
The method of using ink w,';11d elir_inate two problems
First, if the material is a bette_ coating than Alodine
it will tend to decrease the maximum temperature of the
sphere and second 9- the change in thermal pzoperties of
the plastic observed due to exposure to Alodine would
not occur.
Calculated ba _loon temperatures using ink EW 234 arc
listed in Table 5.
_ _ G.T. Schjeldahl Company Final Repozt -37-
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TABLE 5
Balloon Temperatures
(Thermal Balance Ink)
Condition I Condition II
Polypropylene 0.45-mii type 0.6-mil type I
451day exposure 62 days exposure
Aluminum Coated wi_h No. 234 Coated with No.
ink 196 mg/ft 2 234 ink 196 mg/ft 2
processed unexposed processed unexpose.
Albedo 0.85 0.85
Altitude 1700°miles 1700 miles
Attitude In line In line
Fraction aluminum (%) 30 30
Poiypropylene properties
Solar absorption 0.220 0.175
Infrared emission 0.127 0.121
Solar reflection 0.050 0.050
Infrared reflection 0_050 0.050
Solar Transmission 0.730 0.775
Infrared transmission 0.823 0.829
Aluminum properties
Solar absorption 0.250 0.250
Infrared emission 0.228 0°228
SolaT reflection 0.750 0.570
: Infrared reflection 0.712 0.712
T mean effective radiant 60 C 44 C
T hot spot plastic 145 C 129 C
T hot spo t aluminum 77 C 84 C
G. T. Schjeldahl Company Final Report -38-
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APPENDIX !
!_ STATIC INFLATION TEST SCHEDULE
i_
I
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O. T. SCHJkLDAHL COMPANY
Northfie!d, Minnesota
September, 1962
TEST SCI!FDIILE
STATIC INFLATION TESTS
PROJECT NGIS 135-FOOT DIAMETER SPHERE
LAKEHURST, NEW JERSEY
SUBMI TTED TO
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT 9 MARYLAND
-5
4
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I. Test Objectives
The objectives of this test are to determine I) structura:
integrity of the laminate material, 2) effectiveness of the
splice plate system, 3) ultimate burst D_essure and related
_ safety factor_ 4) sphericity, and 5) quality_ of fabrication
_ - handling methods employed to produce the sphere.
" This sphere will be identi_.al in size and characteristics
:
"+ : to the one intended for space flight except there will be no
Thermal coating on the surface and that it wil- be fitted with
: spec:ial test equipment to inflate and-measure :the performance
:+ .of the-sphere during pressurization tests_ : :
f
'2
:' 2. svecific Tests :
+5
: : 2.1 -S%ru._ctukal..In:tegrity_....
3tz&ctural
o:;... : .integrity.. will be determined in two: ways.
- : . : ,; -
-' " o
" _ _ _irst:_-:'st_ai-nQage_ lo_ted_ on the surface =of "_he Sphere
- : . : " .. wil! m_asure--_he.lsurface strain Versus int+ernal pressure
c ., -
_'_ -" " stress-. 5ecend, .presSer& will be measdred throtJghou% the
t+._. _"- test and tb'e:-rel_-ted _+s+.:/e+sswill be calcul&ted. ',The_ Spher
.i_--_:__ _:/:':--_:..i _ <- _--will. be "._res,su-r_z_.ci._.6 increm_nts 'of _l,080_-psi:Skin -streSs
_::_z_:t-< .t::_::_:;i_f:ro_ Zero" t_o ;4:;-000-:psi:.,at _hich time --i-t. :wi..ll-+be_held-'-for"
• ,....i_,_,.' .__,-_._.__-..-,_;_._, _-_:_:_,_,.,_._.:_..,,.. ..... -,-_-,__, . ._.;_,_ ..-::._._:...:_ .___..._.-,._,4 :_--:....:-..-__..::--._,,
•,_'_-_ _._:_-.._._._.-'_- _;_-':-'_,_';_"_%_","_:9_".'. _ ..... . "'-_: "." :"_'_-_ "' ..... _'_- " _" : "'-:;# 4_ '>,:'- "......
_'..+_+__.__G_ ;_.._.4:_,,__:_,."__'-,_._f_ , ._w,. ,%1:.._+_'_'_.;'_,_, -.___.9.,'_.-_ _ ,._,,_ ,,..... _+';_,_.%-_: , ._-. _.- . , .......,'-::....-.-,:._r.,
- _" -_._,"_," ,_.,:_ '" _,K_,.,,'&," _""-_:-_"_"'" _e • .'."_',,,:_"._'._"_+ .'T',r,_ .. _.,-,:, ,'¢_".:_,'9:'.4;.'. ,' ".".,,.o",, ,.,'
:. _._,':.... :_" _ - ' " "'_.-._,_ ' ","" , ,'_" " "_"2' "!" -"-_"_,._V.':_ '_._ _. ",_2"£ '_4_.._. 'f':_" :.-'_ "_-_-:_ _" _
,. ..... ,,_._, .,W_._. ____. .,,_
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will be noted. By relating tPe final burst pressure to
the designed operation pressure, a safety factcr can be
determined.
_.2 Splice Plate Integrity
Seam zests will be made by placing black ink marks
across each splice plate at the equaLoz and at points
equidistant between the equator and the polar caps. If
there is any adhesive creep or slippage, it will be shown
i-
: by a gap or break-in-this b_ack mark. These marks will
'_ be observed with a_spotting scope during pressurization
5
t = ?_-
.and measured after the burst test has been completed.
_. 2..3 Sphericity
'_ - sphericity will be obtained from circumference plot-s
,: . made with a theodolite. Photographs will be taken of the
u
_: - sphere at various pressure steps _.rom various angles so _
!_ ; theft the dimensions can be compared with the scaling _vlons
: located at either Side of the sphere _ _
' S. 4 _ - e rical Conductiv ,; = - - _
b .% _ . , ->
c
, : he elect_ica._ on_u_t_v_ty the ere w _
"- e ._ -:che.cked by means :of a w_re._;co'nducto_ attached tq the :-top-
_',_. p_; goze:near " < "Y : _ 'L -,end Ca A-,,Pr0be'wi-il then be pldced-ob-.'each:
_- "_= tl_e bottom-end, cap _o determine ._he eJ.ectzlcal-connection-:-__
-':-:-'#<_-a;"-...L_....%qual_ty.%an_ the:_Eesis_ance__e,f eacb,Lgore.;-;-: -.:, ": :_,-e,--"?--._'.-:,_-:_.,
""r_ '" "_',;" -.; ,: .', ". ...... ':_, , :,'.-, _'",_ i..'.. • ,',:.,' .'¢ :,.., ' '_ _'_'_L'_':'_--"_'_" : 2., ;-:i_'-'*_%'k#_'-_"_';':'_';e_'_'_"_-'_'_'_ _
." .",,' " "4" ;'_ ,, " ,'.'f_-';,.A,,¢.,'.',._-',, ,, ,' ..'.,,,:, . " "'. "..... " '." , : (-,:,' -:--=__-_'-_-,_'-< :L_':,_-'Y_- %='h:'_z_'z_-._,W_"{_"_-_-:_"_"' . _q_'_'_':
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2.5 Stress Areas and Deformations
Careful inspection of the sphere surface, gores and
Y
......S_ais, will be made at intervals throughout the test. Any
signs of stress areas an _ nonuniformity in the spherical
surface will be zec_.rded and photographed for evaluation•
Some of these areas will be marked and removed from the
balloon at the end of the test for further analysis if
necessary. Observations will also be made of fabricafion
methods and handling procedures. Discrepancies of apparent
: "_ :handling damages will be noted so that-corrective action
can be taken.
t 2
2
•: _ 2.6 lllumlna±ion to Show Transparency
.: Upo n co_letion of inflation, the sphere.will be
C -.
L
" illuminated with back and side lighting• Color photographs
_ - : will then be made of the balloon in order to show the txans-
f_
.J t - C
: J pa.rency of the chem-milled material. These-photographs will
c , _ i 1
;_ _ -be made: at night to present a black backgrbund,for the
- 1 : b
: balloon. _" - -- -
f-4_ 2.7 "_-Public_Relation P togzaphy - ; :, _ : -
:- _ _- ".... The- SchJe_alll '-: ' wiii I_ ,seque iil£ te_.<.. . .- Company _ -ta e nce l-6-m me
_-._ L: ,_L_ motion:_p[ctUres "0f the]entire opera,tion-, ,-In ,additionl the _:
[_ _-_" "c._ ._ - _.-- _. _ . . _ -- _"0. :0 .. _ _--_
_,...:_;_--'_:-_-"- ,.. _ . ..:" _,."_'_Sch_e!dahi Compan)- Will prov1-"de -.stiil black 2_nd white
-_._-:-:::__.-4_s-.p_c._uz_ coverage of each phase of sphere _nfla't_on and .:_
-'c _._t_._t-','_;-T'_--L=- _ . - - .- "," --_.-_':.n--......-..... :, _ - _ ; - -- . " -_ , .- . C --
___',_._..'9_-_._t,_.- =:e;t".i_,-9,_-:':_-',-.._,_.t.,_-,..'-'_,-_--- - ""-,-::,":_:....-':.'-_'_- .... -_-'_" '---.....
_,__F_-_.._5." -_- _ -L_.'" _ _" _ ----" " _- _ -f,_.... _- _ " 7_ _- _ -- --' - " - ---_ : _ , " _ "_ - -'" " " _ .... _ _-_
?_',._',_._t-_'/."_;_l<'_._: ;<'__'G'_ :;..','.Wt_':.," " ."_. " ,,.....' .-<\':,_-:-. _'_-_'_,:_h-_-v_-.:' <_"" - _- --:_-"-"_:,,.f-_-_ --"_L _ '-_".C_-"-_,:_:.-.--"
,-,_,., '_.",_'4"_{_:,"_._':'._._",_._".E_": - __;-' '_;._. :':' -':':.-, "'_.' " .'...': " " "',,,.'- "__'_-T_"- "_-'"_'_'-':'_-_-_-'_;."_ "-'i__A...._,-%i_.____"_'' ""- b : - .;-', . ... '_,";" _' _...-'_-._< -,...,
_b__ _"--__- ._-_-_"-.._--_:,_.,.:_-_-,_,__;_-__, -_-_-_.-_ ...._ - -_
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testing. It is anticipated that NASA and other groups will
be interested in photographing the sphere at various stages
_nd sufficient time will be allotted during the testing
program for this purpose.
3. Time Schedule
• The expected time to conduct this test wil _ be three days;
one day to prepare the test site and start setting up equipment,
one day to complete set up, check instrumentation, lay out
: balloon and start inflation, one day t6 complete test and repack7
< z
. equipme_.t for the return trip.
- -Due to the problems of temperature fluctuation that are
z C
experienced with the inflation test of the Echo A-12 balloon,
_ the inflation will be Started about II P. M. on the second day.
C D
It is expected to take about four; hours to completely-inflate
T
4
_ .,the balloon, at which time the-pressure tests will begin• it
)- .is expected that the pressure to burst test will be conducted
by 11 A. M. This should take about one-half to one hour,-at
. -which time all the instrumentation will be r_epacked, final data
:-_ .gathered from the remnants of the burst balloon, and the test
j, c O --
terminated
:- ._ - . .. - _ _ _ .,:
c.
_ %
;' -_ "'The sphOee, which .weikhS approximately _ 550 po_ndsl; wi_-ll,.
__-:_; i_ _ncompensated for ,._distort the balloon_ghen:it re'sts on_ the
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hangar floor. This distortion could considerably influence
stress configurations over the sphere sdrface and therefore
result in early balloon failure. An inflation method success-
fully used on the Echo A-12 static inflation test incorporated
a mixture of helium and air. This same method will be used to
inflate the balloon and suspend it just off the hangar floor
so that the weight of the balloon will not distort the base
of the balloon during the test.
5. TemperatureEffect or. the Balloon Lift
Due tc the large volume of this balloon (approximately I."
million cubic fee%) very slight changes in the balloon superhe_
will considerably affect-the lift. As can be seen on the
attached graph, a 5 F superheat in the sphere will result in
l
approximately 900 pounds of lift. Temperature data taken frcm
the hangar over a 24-hour period indicates as much as + 15 F
fluctuation from day to night. The balloon will tend to follo'_
the air temperature, but some lag is inevitable. As a resu!t_
/,
it has been decided to start the inflation about II P. N. SO
O
th-at %he tem'perature change will be rel a}ivelY stable'dur_ngi
J
- c J --
the next six hodr 9. Then, if the {est is conducted t_hrough a
J
._ = _ : relatively stable condi1[ion until sunrise_ minimum temperature
-:. _ _ f_iuctuation will result. At ;sunrise :the ambient aiT tempe ratuz
"> l -' --
7__ ._ .... Will 6egi_ to rise:and there will be resulting;:lag in the
F"
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temperature rise within the balloon. The temperature of the
balloon will probably be lower than the temperature of the
surrounding area, and the balloon will become heavy during this
period. Special precautions to hold the balloon if it becomes
light have been provided by attaching ]5 hold down patches andi
lines around the circumference of the balloon as well as a net
hLng above the balloon on the hangar ceiling. The net will[be
used if the balloon cannot be contained with the hold down lines.
In addition, carbon dioxide will be available to cool the
in_ernal gas and add weight to the system.
After sunrise, the balloon will start to grow heavier,
and et this time more helium can be added to the balloon to
offset the increasing weight and maintain a spherical shape.
Two 48-inch lameter inflation ducts will be attached at
different levels from the base of the balloon in order that
excess pressure can adequately be valved off in the event that
_. the balloon does become hea.,iei: faster than more helium can be
9
added. One duct will be more than adequate (based on A-12
sphere) to control the pressure of the balloon.
_6. _Inflati6n System
: The bailoon-will be fitted _w2th two polyethylene inflation
L- L
tubes whicN e_xtend about half way inside the: balloon. _The
- u, i
tubes will have: nylon 4i:_fusers on them to:prev&nt flutter :
. . = -
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produced from adding air to the light plastic balloon skin. A
w11± be used to pump the air-heliumcontrollable 13,000 cfm fan ° _
• mixture into the balloon. Helium will be added at a poinr just
beyond the inflation fan for adequate mixing of _he helium and
the air as it goes _n_ouoh the inflation tube and diffuser. This
inflation method has been u_ed successfully and there are no
problems anticioated.
7. Instrumentation
7.1 Pressure measurements will be made by two magnehelic gages
having a range of 0 to 0.5 inches of water and the other
from 0 to !.0 inch of water. In addition_ two inclinometers
having a range of 0 to 2.0 inches of water will be used.
7.2 Temperature Measurements
The G. I. Schjeldahl Company will supply thermocouples
to be placed at the top and ._I_e b_ _e of the balloon_
Provisions will be made to monitor these temperatures
throughout ,he test° Ambient temperature at the top and
base of the balloon will also be measured.
7.3 Photographic Coverage to Measure Sphericity
C
Two pylons I0 feet high and marked in one foot incze-
5
merits will be pl_ced on eithez_ide of the balloon to permit
: _ scaling of_the balloon diameter f_om enlarged photographs.
U
S
¢" /'? "_-- " _ b - J
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7.4 Sphericity Measurements
A tripod-mounted theodolii-e will be placed at the
far end ef +he hangar for measurement ol the balloon's
periphery to deter,_ine sphericity°
7.5 Barometric Pressure
A mercury barometer " _wll, be used to measure the
ambient pressure throughout the experiment fo forewarn of
any drastic weather changes which would affect the pressure
of the balloon.
7.6 Strain Gage Measurements
Instrumentation which will scan all strain gages in
sequence will provide records of the sphere skin strain.
8. Design An _ly_is
In order to avoid unforeseen difficulties in the execution
of this test, the following design analysis as an experimental
5-
-i:est will be made.
; 8.1 Blower capacity through inflation tube and diffuser
't
f 8.2 Adequate valving area in case of temperature and barometric
/
pressure changes occuring during the period of the testg -
_ 8.3 Error analysis and calibration of pressure measuring gages
_ 8,4 Skin stress analysis of the tie points and attached testing
gear :
8.5 Accuracy of stress-strain mensuring g__ges
_ o , /
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_.0 _esistance in leads and coupling_ for measuring gore
conductivity, lighting and clearance for proper photo-
graphic coverage
9. Test Equipment and Materials
The fnllowing......... 4_ _ 14_* _{v_*_¢+,___equipment _,,_xma_er'als
necessary For the inflation test.
9.i A i35-foot diameter X-32-F material infl_table sphere
with the following attachments.
a. I_¢o 48-inch ducts, inflatioo GT-IO material
b. One 6-inch diamete_ S-10 material pressure tap tube
with five val%es
c. 15 tie down patches with tie down lines
d. 24 bonded wire strain gages with wiring harness
e. 220-foot continuity wire
f. Thermocouple attachment with lead out wire
g. Two inflation tubes with diffuser
9.2 Low resistamce ohmeter 0,,001 - I0 ohms
9.3 Three thermometers 0 - 50 C _
9,4 Magnehelic pressure gages: 0 to 0°5 inch to 0 to 1 inch H2(
9.5 Inclined monometer: 0 to 2.0 inch H20
9.6 Potentiometer for ,thermocouple read-out with switch
9.? 24-hour clock
9.& Pi_ot tube and gage to check inflation time
.J
f - --_9 ""
7" .
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9.9 Mercury barom, eter
9.10 Theodolite
9.11 Strain g_ge read-out instrument
9.12 Binoculars
9.13 Spotting scope
9.14 Spot light with batteries
9.15 Rubber hose for gages (0.5-inch I.D. an0 0.375-inch I.D.)
50 feet
9.16 13,000 cfm fan (220 V 3 phase) (one)
9.17 Spare inflation tube with diffusers (one)
9.18 Flexible ballast chain (15)
9.1 c lO-foot long, one-foot-squat sealing pylons (two)
9.20 4-mil polyethylene ground cover (8 rolls)
9.21 Spring scale (0 - 50 pound capacity) (one)
9.22 Balloon fabricators tool kit (one)
9.23 Electronics technician tool kit (one)
9.24 C-I solvent (i gallon)
, 9.25 Cleaning r_gs (I box)
,_ 9.26 Extension cord, ii0 V (200 feet)'b
"t
_ 9.27 Extension cord, 220 V s phase (150 feet)
_ 9.28 Polyethylene pressure sensitive tape (3/4 inch wide)
!_! (4 roils)
_ 9.29 GT-200 _dhesive and brush (I quart container)
9.30 Shipping box for sphere (one)
-10-
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9.31 Walkie-Talkie zadios (three)
9.32 Bull horns (two)
I|
9.33 250-pound test nylon line (3_000 feet)
9.34 500--pourd test nylon line (I,000 feet)
9.35 Nylon nets (one)
9 36 hoto equipment - cameras_ _1_m, _upp_les
9.37 I00 cfm fan (one)
i
9.38 100-fOOt steel tape (one)
9.39 Vinyl boots (8 pair)
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APPENDIX II
SPECIFICATIONS ±_d%TDDRAWINGS
t."
F
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DESCRIPTION OF LP_MINATION
S_ECIFICATIONS FOR X-32-F - HEX_'.SON PAI7EPN <m:_nD=
I ..a,,,M _mEOt _j_
I.i K-II-8 - 0.4-mil 1145 temper 0 alloy aluminum, foil Foil
is purchased in 2 widths. Use wide foil on 1st £ide and
narrower foil on second side.
1.2 M-2-3 - 0.45-mi] corona-treated both sides, biaxiaily
oriented polypropylene film.
1.3 GT-301 adhesive.
2. ADHESIVE PREPARATION
2.1 Prepare solution of approximately 16% solids.
3. LAMINATION MACHINE PREPARATION AND OPERATING CONDIZIONS
3.1 Check all resin containers, mixers and coating reservoirs
to be used in operation for cleanliness. No adhesive
residue or contaminants shall be allowed in same.
3.2 All laminator ro]is, idlers and coating rolls are to be
clean.
3.3 Control Settings.
a. Hot roll - 315 F + 5 F
b. Speed - 12 fpm +
c. Hot roll pressures - Firm enough to achieve complete
lamination. Reference on vernier scale. Record readings
and maintain pme_sure.
d. Draw pressure, rewlnd tension Mount Hope roll and idlers
to be set to achieve firm, wrinkle-free rolls.
e. Slit to width required on order.
f. Coat dull side of aluminum-foil. Brake on unwind roll
shall be set at 15 to 40 ft-lb drag for a full roll and
decreased to approximately 15 as roll size diminishes.
g. Use same conditions for laminating second side. Coat
foil and laminate polypropylene side of first lamination.
h. A square yard sample of the lamination shall we[gh 60
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to 49 grams. Lanina*ions _,._s-_j,_ .)f wait"" :<.le'-ance
a_'e _ubjgc% for reJec<_on.
4 PFDCEDU,WE ; I)<S}_EC _'Tn_" RECORE: _-'-" " "- ":': ""
4.1 L_ngth of r')lis shall be -_00 << - ......... e:,:_e _" w-,er,-
conditions of r<Bterlai r_.ake_ ::!:..__er :, ,.ll = r-e_.e<sar"
4.2 A sample of one __unnir:g yard :r_.-te -.e-.=._n:<.:.ta.:c _n,
of each GT 9 rn]] =h__i] bp tgkeq _.:_e e,: -,....'_ :--. rt't'--,<-__
ar.d forwarded _ _ __ __ .
_a -the chenis::), /az},.t.zaz,-,-vf,_r re.< nc
4.3 One squaxe vald shai a\.s':,be taKe_, at _h.--:bec-nn.nc an.:
end of each __oll for _mnec=_ate :_'e_,gt! sanr,i nng
4.4 A min?_mum of four I£'ne{ pet : _,u- "n-.{_.-_--.n£ckar. _--
make solids content measurement ,-,n"_e ar{_es_,,e and rec:-)Io
on GTS Forn 61.98. CDo:inuous reaoincs sh_ll also be made
and recorded on: tim,e. coatinc :v}-ee __t.-eed- a_"-,.es_,e Lots,
web speed, hot roll %e .,peratcre r_,:::n_:,-_:_..n,er_tu-:e h::....,-_--t*,,
draw roll pressuxe, rewind %en.Ai..'n " _:* ,--- i b_e<scxe.
i aminE, re gage.
4,5 One _echnlcian wi]i be stati,__ned -',,- ¢ir.e at cJa-=r,c z: iier
for iO0_ inspection of zoating of fo_:. Duties incLade
calling for necessary adju<%m_n_s_.. % , keer__ nate_lai_ free
and coating eveFily.
4.6 One technic:tan sha].i be stationed by poi_pxop_-,ene anwind
co maintain even alignment of film and f>_,.i as i1 en_e:,.s
laminator roilso
4.7 One technician shall be stationed az The :.-em-ind star[on To
100% visually inspee¢ ,_ateriai coming out Of ",,,,_.na,or
towards rewind toil. Any and all oexe:ri_.e axeas sha _i be
I flagged by attaching a small piece of _.e_ poly !M-3) Tape
on the edge of ro_l (no furt}_er than ','2__ iqch -ql,) z.,)[].
from edge)., Defecl areas shall be defined as:
a. Fine wrinkles, comparable to hair±the in size, shall
not be conside:.ed a defect aithougb tt is desirable
_ to eliminate them. Wrinkles lhat P_ave fullness
causing an actual pleat or fold shall be noted on
GT5 Form 60.71. flagged and the iaminat,_r immediately
adjusted for eliminati,)no
b. Holes and tears (rips) shall also be ]:lagged.
<
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c. Stretch Marks .... Fracture of the foil in the transverse
direction has a characteristic appearance and is easily
identified. At first sign of such stretching an
adjustment is indicated in the draw rolls, the tech
nician's dutie,_ also include preventing wrinkles from
entering the rewind roll by proper adjustnent of roller,
He shall also observe rewinding of salvage rolls from
slitter so that scrap edges do not enter the center
rewind roll.
4.8 All inspection records, (fcil certifization, polypropylene
certification, polypropyiene Inspection Record, GTS Form
60.71, lamination inspection, record on GTS Form 60o71,
Lamination Quality Control Sheet, and Laboratory Repolt
on GTS Roll No.) shall be turned over to the Project I.eader
for placement in Record Notebook.
4.9 All rolls of foil, first run laminate and completed laminate
shall be sotred or handled horizontally and suspended by
each end of the steel core or by a shaft through the steel
core. The roll should never be placed on floor oz table
with weight of roll bearing om laminated material. The
cradle support on the transfer cart is also an approved
handling method, in addition to supporting by the core ends.
4.10 Each roll laminated wii] have a GTS number assigned and
have the identification label on both inside of core and
outside of roll. A record sheet, GTS Form 61.97 shall
contain GTS roll no._ aluminum foil mill roll number,
Udel mill roll number, t_tal number of feet in roll, core
weight, gross weicht, and net weight.
4.11 Make all splices of film, foil and laminate butt splices
with high temperatures masking tape on both sides.
4.12 Make rolls approximately 5000 ft long.
4.13 Use 56-in steel cores with a i/4-in notch on each end.
4.14 Web must be 53 in + 0.25 in wide.
4.15 Attach a copy of inspection sheet and flag record to each
roll.
4.16 Remove all s_gle sided laminations.
4.17 Pack in wooden pallets or boxes suspended on dowels and
pad ends of rolls so that they are not telescoped or
bruised in shipping.
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4.18 There must b_.-no wrinkles_ tears, or fold-overs on edoes
of the web, and edge must not be distDrted.
5. TESTING
5.1 Tensile tests shall be performed on the sa_p&es taken in
procedure 4.2. Two specimens from the center and two
specimens from the edge of each sample shall be cut in
the transverse direction. Eacb specim_rJ shall be 1 in
,.-ide ann _ee-of cracks, notches, a_d other defects_
Instron shall be set at CH .02 in/minus CS 1.0 in/minus
jaw spread 5 in and ,+est temperature 25 C. Tensile shall
be 20,000 psi minin,_m.
5.2 One specimen from the cen_er and edge of the samples,
will be t_ken in the trans-vers_ direction for a thermal
cycle test. The test will co_ist of _unning each specimen
180 degrees around a I/2-inch diameter dowel while sub-
merged in boiling water and then in liquid nitrogen. The
cycle will be completed I0 times without signs of delaml-
nation.
5.3 Specimens from the center and edge of the sample will be
taken for the Scotch tape test. The tape test will consist
of rapidly stripping a piece of £cotch tape, three inches
long, and one-hall to one inch wide from the surface of
the specimen. There shall be no evidence of delamination.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
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Labor $ 54_402.31
Burden 06,790.04
Materials 68,202.03
Subtotal $219,394.38
G & A 25,093.33
Subtotal $244,487.71
Fee I0,725. O0
Subtotal $255,212 _71
_oprie tary Items .48
Grand Total $255_213.19
This final figure is dependent upon the establishment
of the burden and G & A rates for the periods of 8/1/63
t_ ......_ 2/29/64 and 3/1/64 through 9/30/64
I
i
G. T. Schjeldahl Company Final Report
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